We report several new transformation theorems that map perfect fluid spheres into perfect fluid spheres. In addition, we report new "solution generating" theorems for the TOV, whereby any given solution can be "deformed" to a new solution.
Introduction
Perfect fluid spheres, either Newtonian or relativistic, are the first approximation in developing realistic stellar models.
1-3 For our current purposes, the central idea is to start solely with spherical symmetry, which implies that in orthonormal components the stress energy tensor takes the form:
and then use the perfect fluid constraint p r = p t . This simply makes the radial pressure equal to the transverse pressure. By using the Einstein equations, plus spherical symmetry, the equality p r = p t for the pressures becomes the statement Gθθ = Grr = Gφφ.
Solution generating theorems
Start with some static spherically symmetric geometry in Schwarzschild (curvature) coordinates
and assume it represents a perfect fluid sphere. Setting Grr = Gθθ supplies us with an ODE
Solving for B(r) in terms of ζ(r) is the basis of the analyses in references. 4, 5 On the other hand, we can also re-group this same equation as
which is a linear homogeneous 2nd order ODE for ζ(r). Suppose we start with the specific geometry defined by
and assume it represents a perfect fluid sphere. We will show how to "deform" this solution by applying four different transformation theorems on {ζ 0 , B 0 }.
Four theorems
The first theorem we present is a variant of a result first explicitly published in reference.
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Theorem 1 Suppose {ζ 0 (r), B 0 (r)} represents a perfect fluid sphere. Define
Then for all λ, the geometry defined by holding ζ 0 (r) fixed and setting
is also a perfect fluid sphere.
Theorem 2 Let {ζ 0 , B 0 } describe a perfect fluid sphere. Define
Then for all σ and ǫ, the geometry defined by holding B 0 (r) fixed and setting
is also a perfect fluid sphere. Having now found the first and second generating theorems it is possible to define two new theorems by composing them. Take a perfect fluid sphere solution {ζ 0 , B 0 }. Applying Theorem 1 onto it gives us a new perfect fluid sphere {ζ 0 , B 1 }. The new B 1 is given in equation (6) . If we now continue by applying Theorem 2, again we get a new solution {ζ, B 1 }, whereζ now depends on the new B 1 . For more details regarding Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 see reference.
Solution generating theorems for the TOV equation
The Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov [TOV] equation constrains the internal structure of general relativistic static perfect fluid spheres. 7 In this analysis the pressure and density are primary and the spacetime geometry is secondary. Using standard results (see the explicit discussion in reference 7 ) it is relatively simple to present the following:
Theorem P1 We derived Theorem P1 by looking for changes in the pressure profile with m 0 fixed. This theorem can also be viewed as a consequence of Theorem 2. The key difference now is that we have an explicit statement directly in terms of the shift in the pressure profile.
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Theorem P2 A second theorem can be obtained by looking for correlated changes in the mass and pressure profiles. In addition, we can also view this Theorem P2 as a consequence of Theorem 1 . The key difference now is that we have an explicit statement directly in terms of the shift in the pressure profile. 
Discussion
Using Schwarzschild coordinates we have developed two fundamental transformation theorems that map perfect fluid spheres into perfect fluid spheres. Moreover, we have also established two additional transformation theorems by composing the first and second generating theorems. Furthermore, we have also developed two "physically clean" solution-generating theorems for the TOV equation -where by "physically clean" we mean that it is relatively easy to understand what happens to the pressure and density profiles, especially in the vicinity of the stellar core.
